We describe two new generation mechanisms for Dark Matter composed of sterile neutrinos with O(1) keV mass. The model contains a light scalar field which coherently oscillates in the early Universe and modulates the Majorana mass of the sterile neutrino. In a region of model parameter space, the oscillations between active and sterile neutrinos are resonantly enhanced. This mechanism allows us to produce sterile neutrino DM with small mixing angle with active neutrinos, thus evading the X-ray constraints. At the same time the spectrum of produced DM is much cooler, than in the case of ordinary oscillations in plasma, opening a window of lower mass DM, which is otherwise forbidden by structure formation considerations. In other regions of the model parameter space, where the resonance does not appear, another mechanism can operate: large field suppresses the active-sterile oscillations, but instead sterile neutrinos are produced by the oscillating scalar field when the effective fermion mass crosses zero. In this case DM component is cold, and even 1 keV neutrino is consistent with the cosmic structure formation.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major problems of the present day particle physics is to provide a viable Dark Matter (DM) candidate, which is an important component of the standard cosmological model. One of the well-motivated candidates is sterile neutrino. A minimal extension of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM), providing such a candidate, is νMSM [1, 2] , which extends SM with three right handed neutrino partners. If one of the sterile neutrinos N is light, with mass in O(1 − 100) keV range, it is stable enough on cosmological time scales to form DM [3] . The simplest model is parametrized by sterile neutrino mass M and mixing angle with the active neutrino θ 0 [4] . Main constraints on the model arrive from two-body decay N → νγ, which leads to X-ray signal from DM dominated regions of the sky, placing the upper bound on θ 0 . At the same time, production of the correct DM amount Ω N = Ω DM of sterile neutrino in the early Universe requires some sizeable mixing θ 0 . Third constraint arrives from the investigation of the cosmic structure formation, which limits the velocity distribution of DM particles. For light DM particle this results in a significant constraint from below on the mass, which depends on the production spectrum (note, that such a light DM can never equilibrate with primordial plasma). Thus production mechanisms with cold or mildly warm spectrum are required.
Accommodating all these constraints is a non-trivial task. The simplest mechanism of production in activesterile oscillations [5] contradicts either X-ray or structure formation constraints.
Production in leptonasymmetric plasma is resonantly enhanced [6] and hence works at smaller mixing angle providing with colder spectrum. Still it requires at least M 5 − 7 keV [7] and fine-tuning of the model parameters. Production mechanisms that do not rely at all on the mixing angle can lead to even colder spectrum (production from boson decays, entropy dilution, etc., see [4] for a review).
In this letter two new mechanisms of production of the DM sterile neutrino are proposed, both operating in the presence of a coherently oscillating Majoron type scalar field in the early Universe. Sterile neutrino dynamics of such a system is rather involved. When the effective Majorana mass induced by the scalar background is large, no sterile neutrinos are generated from the thermal bath of active neutrinos. At the same time, periodic crossing of zero Majorana mass M (t) = 0 leads to non-trivial resonance effects both in the active-sterile oscillations (described in the next section) and direct production by the scalar field (effective for different parameter choice and outlined in the third section). Both provide cool or cold sterile neutrino distributions, and work successfully for small active-sterile mixing angles. The two main components of the model are the right handed sterile neutrino N and the light scalar field φ,
where ν is an active SM neutrino, and the Majorana mass is much larger than the Dirac mass, M 0 m D . At present the scalar field is in the vacuum φ = 0, and diagonalization of the mass term in (1) yields mixing between heavy (sterile) and light (active) neutrino,
We assume, that the scalar is oscillating coherently in the early Universe with amplitude decaying with plasma temperature as ∝ T 3/2 . This induces the temperature(time)-dependent Majorana mass for N
where T e is the temperature when the amplitude of oscillating part in (3) equals the bare Majorana mass M A = M 0 . We ignore any difference between the effective numbers of degrees of freedom in plasma, g * = g * (T ), which enter energy and entropy densities. Note, that the time scale of scalar oscillations m −1 φ is much shorter than that of the change of the amplitude M A , which is 2/(3H) with the Hubble parameter H characterizing the Universe expansion rate.
The coherent evolution of the neutrino states of given momentum p (we also use dimensionless conformal momentum y ≡ p/T when convenient) is described (for relativistic momenta p 3T M (t)) by the equation
on the 2×2 density matrix ρ corresponding to active and sterile neutrinos, with ρ 11 (ρ 22 ) being the probability density of the active (sterile) neutrino. Here with time-dependent oscillation parameters Equation (4) exhibits a non-trivial resonance behaviour for neutrino momentum p res if the typical (properly averaged) frequency of neutrino oscillations is an integer multiple of the frequency of the scalar background oscillations m φ ,
It can be shown [8] that in the resonance in the absence of scattering, Γ A = 0, (and with odd n) the ν − N oscillations proceed effectively (see Fig. 1 ) with maximum mixing ρ 22 sin 2 (ω res t/2) at frequency
which is a good approximation for M A M 0 . Numerically it works well until M A 5M 0 .
Note that for our choice of parameters this frequency is much lower than both other typical oscillation frequencies m φ and M 2 A /4p. The resonance is narrow in momentum, with typical width
We focus at the resonance with the highest momentum, that is n = 1. Higher resonances are relevant at lower neutrino momentum, while for the purpose of this work the higher momentum region is interesting, because it gives the most important contribution both to the neutrino abundance and to the average neutrino velocity. For the resonant frequencies the amount of sterile neutrino reaches Fermi-Dirac distribution after typical time ω −1 res . However, there are two effects that can prevent the resonance (6) from happening. First, scattering of active neutrino in plasma with Γ A > ω res slows down the conversion and increases the resonance width [8] . Second, due to the Universe expansion the conformal momentum y of the resonance changes with temperature and M A (5). At lower temperatures lower y enter into resonance. However, if the whole resonance band of the width ∆y res = ∆p res /T (7) moves through a given frequency y faster, than the duration of one oscillation ω
where H = T 2 /M Pl, * . Equation (8) defines the temperature above which the resonance is too narrow, and the sterile neutrino distribution function is suppressed, as compared to the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
Spectrum with narrow resonance
The sterile neutrino spectrum f N is given by the FermiDirac distribution for low momenta, and is cut off at y s saturating the condition (8) . One finds approximately [8] 
The spectrum is suppressed at high momenta, see Fig. 2 . Cut-off value y s defines the neutrino abundance today Ω N ρ crit = M 0 2 
This mode is resonant at the temperature The dark matter sterile neutrino spectrum (9) is cool with average y = 1.3 (c.f. with y = 3.15 for ordinary non-resonant production). The Ly-α constraint m NRP > 8 keV [4] is translated in our case to
Discussion of the parameter region
The calculations in the previous subsection are valid if there is a sufficient region of temperatures for the resonance, that is T s 3T e (so that M A 5M 0 is true). For each value of (M 0 , θ) this requirement limits T e from above (and m φ from below), see Fig. 3 and (11), (12).
The maximum possible mixing angle is defined by the X-ray observational constraints [4] . At low values of the mixing angle the temperature T e drops below 1 MeV, and with active neutrinos out of equilibrium the analysis of (4) is more involved, which defines the lower boundary of the region in Fig. 3 .
For large values of θ 0 , which are close to the nonresonant production line, there is also a contribution from simple active-sterile oscillations at T < T e (c.f. [9] ) which can be suppressed by lowering T e . This leads to additional constraints at low M 0 and high θ 0 .
Note, that the production in resonantly-enhanced oscillations depends on the properties of the scalar sector only via m φ and T e , and not directly on the Yukawa f . The Yukawa depends on the initial value of the coherently oscillating scalar field. Thus, it is not required to have large energy density in the scalar field condensateit only serves to induce the resonance transfer between the active and sterile neutrino sectors. Sufficiently large (but well within perturbativity limits, c.f. (16)) value of f makes the mechanism described in the next section irrelevant for the choice of parameters in Fig. 3 . −2 eV < m φ < 10 keV). Blue line is the upper limit from X-ray observations [4] . Colour region gives the fraction of the sterile neutrino equal to DM ΩN = ΩDM . Colour indicates the maximal value Te satisfying Te < Ts/3 and not leading to overproduction of dark matter via non-resonant generation at T Te. White dashed region is excluded by studying the cosmic structure formation. For reference: black line is for the conventional non-resonant generation mechanism [4] , black dashed line corresponds to the maximal lepton asymmetry attainable in the νMSM [4] .
PRODUCTION BY OSCILLATING SCALAR
In the limit of very low T e (or, alternatively, small θ 0 ) neither the mechanism of the last section, nor the usual non-resonant neutrino oscillations work [9] . However, for M A > M 0 (T > T e ) direct production of the sterile neutrino by the scalar field is possible at the moments when the mass M (t) crosses zero [10, 11] . The process terminates at T = T e (3), and the density of non-relativistic sterile neutrino produced in this way reads [11] , n N 2/6π 2 (M 0 m φ ) 3/2 . The field amplitude at that moment φ e = M 0 /f (1) controls the scalar energy density, ρ φ = m 2 φ φ 2 e /2. The scalar field can be stable at cosmological time-scales because of kinematics, m φ < M 0 , and sufficiently small mixing yielding for the scalar width
Then the ratio of energy densities of neutrinos and scalars remain constant, and their present relative contributions are related as
The total present DM is composed of the mixture of sterile neutrino and the coherently oscillating scalar Ω DM = Ω φ + Ω N , with the total abundance defined by the scalar field amplitude at high temperatures, which allows to find the Yukawa coupling
To have N mass constant at present we need T e > T 0 , which implies 0.4 0.1 f This production mechanism works at very low T e , with DM distributed between the scalar field and sterile neutrino, Fig. 4 . It should be noted, that the exact distribution of density between the two types of DM is hard to determine for Ω N /Ω φ 1, as far as the backreaction of the produced sterile neutrino background on the scalar field becomes important. We also stress that neutrino oscillations are efficiently suppressed owing to the choice of very small T e , see Fig. 4 . Hence not only low, but moderate mixing angles are allowed (above usual non-resonant generation limit), the upper limits follow from X-ray searches alone. This option opens new perspectives for direct searches of sterile neutrinos in the future [9] .
CONCLUSIONS
The presence of a coherently oscillating scalar background affects the dynamics of sterile neutrinos significantly. As compared to the traditional sterile neutrino DM scanarios, this allows either to suppress the creation of sterile neutrinos from active neutrino oscillations in plasma, or to enhance these oscillations resonantly. A mechanism converting directly between the scalar background and sterile neutrinos is also possible. In general, combination of all three mechanisms is active at various stages of the thermal history of the Universe, allowing for a rich variety of effects, including generation of Warm DM, generation of sterile neutrino Cold DM component along with the scalar DM component, and also cosmologically viable DM sterile neutrinos with relatively large mixing angle. A detailed study of these effects (see also [8] ), including more realistic study of the neutrino backreaction on the scalar and quantum corrections to the scalar dynamics, may reveal other interesting scenarios.
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